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never quite came to that) or seriously diminished in size and
strength by the action of the opposing army the game was
finished, the war was over. The civilian populations were not
supposed to be interested in the struggle, and were not asked
to take part. On campaign it was understood that they were
to be left severely alone, though in fact their villages were some-
times burned. It was like the wars of the Italian cities as
carried on by condottieri in the fifteenth century, only in the
eighteenth century more blood was shed. The mercenary
soldiers fought and died, and when more had died on one side
than on the other the dispute was finished by a treaty of peace.
As each state used its professional army as a means of settling
its political disputes with other states (failing settlement by
negotiation), it did not care where the professional soldiers
came from so long as they knew their business. The eighteenth-
century autocratic Governments were not nationally minded.
They had to recruit a certain number of soldiers. If young
men of the nation offered themselves for service they were
accepted and were put into training; if foreigners, especially
when they were c old soldiers '—that is, trained men who knew
their business—they were accepted with alacrity. All the Con-
tinental armies of the eighteenth century contained numerous
foreigners, whole regiments of them. As armies were composed
of volunteers, Governments had ' enrollers ' or * recruiters ' in
various countries, whose business was to engage men for the
forces. The monarchs of France, Prussia, and Russia all had
recruiters, sometimes called * crimps/ in the countries of
Central Europe, who by fair means or foul enticed young men
to leave their native land and to join the army of a neighbour
or even of a very distant state. As Candide found, in Voltaire's
spirited romance, the polite stranger at an inn who invited a
lonely young man to share a meal was really an agent for le
roi des Bulgares or some other almost unknown potentate
requiring recruits for his grenadiers. " * Drink to the health of
the King of the Bulgars! Your fortune is made, young man! *
Almost before he knows where he is, he is turning to right,
to left, pushing the ramrod, drawing out the ramrod, levelling

